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The Software Environment of RODOS provides tools for processing and managing a
large variety of different types of information, including those which are categorised
in terms of meteorology, radiology, economy, emergency actions and countermeas-
ures, rules, preferences, facts, maps, statistics, catalogues, models and methods. The
main tasks of the Operating Subsystem OSY, which is based on the Client-Server
Model, are the control of system operation, data management, and the exchange of
information among various modules as well as the interaction with users in distrib-
uted computer systems. The paper describes the software environment of RODOS, in
particular, the individual modules of its Operating Subsystem OSY, its distributed
database, the geographical information system RoGIS, the on-line connections to
radiological and meteorological networks and the software environment for the inte-
gration of external programs into the RODOS system.

1. Introduction

The interconnection of all program modules, the input, transfer and exchange of data, the
display of results and control of the interactive and automatic modes of operation of the sys-
tem are all controlled by the Operating Subsystem OSY, which builds the central part of the
Software Environment of RODOS. The main duties of OSY are the correct control of system
operation, data management, and the exchange of information among various modules as
well as the interaction with users in distributed computer systems. The flexibility of the
whole system is defined by OSY and is independent of the development of program mod-
ules.

1.1. The Modular Design

The RODOS system is based on the Client-Server principle. It is built of modules, which are
connected via a Communication Interface. Each of these modules can either be a

• Server, which provides special services to other modules, or a

• Client, which requests services from other modules,

or both. Well defined data structures allow the exchange of data between the client and the
server.

This modular design is one of the key features of the RODOS system. It allows the easy
extension of the system by adding new modules for special applications and the flexible con-
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trol of the calculations. All program control, data management, input and output is done by
the appropriate modules of the Operating Subsystem OS Y. The task of the modules of the
Analysing, Countermeasure and Evaluation Subsystems is just performing the model calcu-
lations for providing the required results.

1.2. Automatic and Interactive Mode

The dialogue between RODOS and a user can be organised in two different modes. In the
so-called "automatic mode" the system automatically presents all information which is rele-
vant to decision making and quantifiable in accordance with the current state of knowledge
in the real cycle time (e.g., 10 minutes in the early phase of emergency protection). For this
purpose, all the data entered into the system in the preceding cycle (either on-line or entered
by the user) are taken into account in the current cycle. Interaction with the system is limited
to a minimum amount of user input necessary to characterise the current situation and adapt
models and data.

Either in parallel to the automatic mode or alone, RODOS can be operated in the "interactive
mode". In this dialogue mode, the user of the system and RODOS communicate via a menu
interface. Editors specially developed for this purpose allow specific modules to be called,
different sequences of modules to be executed, input data and parameter values to be
changed, and the output and representation of results to be varied. The Supervising Subsys-
tem (control system), SSY, supports users by generating a suitable flowchart by which sub-
systems and modules can be called, which is based on the inherent logic of the spatial and
temporal sequence of physical processes and protective actions and countermeasures.

2. Brief Description of the Modules of OSY

2.1. The Message Interface and Communication Server
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Figure 1: Message Interface of the RODOS System

The exchange of messages between the modules of the RODOS system is controlled by the
Communication Interface. Each module can send messages to and receive messages from
other modules. The messages contain fields which define the type, sender and recipient of
the message. Three types of messages are considered by the Communication Interface:

• Requests are sent to other modules to ask for special services.

• Notification is sent back by the recipient if the request was successfully completed.

• Failures are sent back if some error occurred during the service.

On startup, each module sends a message to the Communication Interface, telling it the mes-
sage patterns which should be sent to this module (c.f. figure 1).
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The System Controller handles the program flow in the RODOS system. It uses information
stored in the Database to decide which modules have to be called.

2.2. The Graphics System

The Graphics System must handle all graphics output from various modules of the system. A
special graphics program for each module could not be the solution to this problem. It is bet-
ter to have a universal graphics program, which can handle a large set of graphical output
using a well defined data exchange format. As an additional feature, it should be possible to
use parts of the Graphics System to create a graphical user interface for programs outside of
the RODOS system. The main design aspects of the Graphics System are:

• Handling of graphics output from various external programs.

• Providing the main functionality of graphics programs, e.g zooming, scrolling, modifi-
cation of graphics objects.

• Modular design to cope with different applications.

• Access to the functionality via a graphical user interface and a message interface.

• Providing functions to build graphical user interfaces for stand-alone programs.

The requirements for the Graphics System of RODOS lead to a modular design. It is divided
into three parts:

Graphics Interface Toolbox is a set of functions, which allow the construction of graph-
ics programs and user interfaces.

Graphics Server is a special graphics program designed for the needs of the RODOS
system.

Graphics Manager is the interface between the Graphics Server and the RODOS sys-
tem (mainly the Database Manager).

Each of the above parts uses the features of the previous parts. Graphics Server and Graphics
Manager are independent programs, which communicate via a message interface. The user
can select its configuration or create a new one using the above parts. Using this modular
design, the Graphics System fits different requirements.

The Graphics Interface Toolbox contains all functions needed to create a graphics user
interface. This user interface can handle graphics output as well as menus to control program
execution.

The Graphics Server is a graphics program and user interface. It handles the graphics out-
put, such as displaying results on geographical maps, histograms of function plots. A user
interface gives the user the possibility of interacting with the Graphics Server (e.g. zoom the
output, modify graphics objects).

The basic features of the Graphics Server are:

• A graphical user interface allows the user to control the Graphics Server.

• A message interface is used to parse messages from external programs.

• The picture is handled as a set of graphics objects, which are collected in layers.

• The user can zoom and scroll the picture. Objects can be selected.

• Basic drawing capabilities for the input and modification of graphics data are availa-
ble.

• A well defined interface is used to send graphics data from different applications to the
Graphics Server.
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In a complex system - e.g. RODOS - more than one Graphics Server can be ran. This
allows users to work with the graphics data from the external programs in RODOS on differ-
ent screens.

The Graphics Manager acts as an interface between external programs and the Graphics
Server. The main task are:

• Transformation of graphics requests from external programs to commands for the
Graphics Server.

• Handling of graphics data from several external programs.

• Control of several Graphics Servers in the system.

• Transformation of graphics data to the data interface of the Graphics Server.

There exist several instances of the Graphics Manager. They are customized to
• handle the communication with the Database Manager of RODOS or

• select graphics output directly from the shared memory of external programs.

Both programs - the Graphics Server and the Graphics Manager - can be connected to other
programs via the Message Server of RODOS. These programs which use the capabilities of
the RODOS message server can access the functionality of the Graphics System or the
Graphics Manager by sending requests to these programs.

2.3. The Database Manager

A basic feature of the RODOS system is the centralized management of data by a Database
Manager. It has to cope with different kinds of information, such as

• program parameters,

• geographical and statistical data,

• on-line measurement data,

• forecast weather data,

• result data from external programs.

The data have to be kept in some databases, sent to the programs on request and archived
after calculations.

As the RODOS system will contain several different databases, only the Database Manager
of RODOS is responsible for the exchange of data between the external programs and the
different databases. A unique format for the transfer of data is used to facilitate the access to
the data from the external programs.

3. The Databases of RODOS

Systems like RODOS have to manage, process and evaluate a large amount of data of differ-
ent kinds and quantity, such as geographical, meteorological, radiological and economic
data, messages, criteria, statistics, and expert knowledge (facts, rules, preferences). They
may be stored in different data bases and computers with their own data structures and for-
mats. In addition, the concept of developing RODOS distinguishes a stepwise progress with
versions of improving functionality and for applications with differing complexity. There-
fore, it is impossible to realise from the beginning a data bank for all applications and data-
specific aspects.

This led to the concept of a distributed data base allowing for a decentralised data manage-
ment and the parallel execution of multiple task operations. A corresponding Database Inter-
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face Manager program will transform the different data formats in the format of the RODOS
operating system and will convert the system queries by means of the embedded SQL-inter-
face, and thus increase the flexibility and efficiency of data access.

RODOS Modules
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Figure 2: Structure of the RODOS Distributed Database

The data base of RODOS is designed as a distributed data base, which comprises special
data bases for geographical information, real-time on-line monitoring data, program data
and decision supporting rules (c.f. figure 2).

The program data base contains parameters and results of the application software imple-
mented in RODOS. The real-time database will comprise all kinds of environmental moni-
toring data and measurements. The information in the rules database consists of expert
judgments, facts, rules and preferences required for both evaluating alternative countermeas-
ure combinations and controlling the user interaction and program flow in RODOS.

Each of the data bases of the RODOS system will be a stand-alone data base system, which
has its own interface. A Database Interface Manager will give the programs of the RODOS
system access to the data stored in these data bases with a unique interface format. The Inter-
face Manager Program will convert the requests from the programs into a request to the
appropriate data base. It will enable multiple clients to access multiple database servers. The
Database Interface Manager will also facilitate access to external databases, such as the
REM data bank of the ECUREE system maintained by JRC Ispra.

3.1. The Geographical Database

Geographical and statistical data are stored in the geographical database. These data are
maintained by the geographical information system RoGIS, which is described in the next
chapter.

4. The Geographical Information System RoGIS

The Geographical Information System RoGIS builds a system for

• handling various geographical and statistical information,

• storing environmental and radiological data,

• organising the access and interchange of data with other environmental data bases.
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These features will make RoGIS to an interface between the external programs of the
RODOS system and the geographical and statistical information stored as well as to external
data bases.

RoGIS is designed as a stand alone program package, which includes all necessary tools for
organising the data base and for handling various sets of data. Its structure allows an easy
integration of different kinds of data structures. As part of the RoGIS system, an interface
package will give external programs access to the data stored in RoGIS.

Another possible configuration of the RoGIS data base is the integration into the RODOS
data base. In this case, the access to the data sets of RoGIS is controlled by the data base of
RODOS. The close connection between the RODOS system and the RoGIS data base will
help to install RoGIS at various sites. Main advantage of this will be the possibility of
exchanging geographical and environmental data in an easy way, especially to allow radio-
logical forecasts across boundaries.

Although there exist several socalled geographical information systems, with various appli-
cations, the RODOS developers have decided to create such a system of their own. This
decision is a consequence of the main aim of the RODOS system, to be a transportable pack-
age running on various hardware platforms. The main advantage of RoGIS will be that it is
adapted to the needs of RODOS. It will be available to other RODOS contractors with no
license problems and no charge.

4.1. Objectives

The data sets of a Geographical Information System can be divided into three groups:

Map data: Landscape, buildings, streets, etc.

Statistical data: Population density, employment, land use, shelter factors, etc.

Environmental data: Wind field, rain areas, y -measurements, etc.

The map data will mainly be used by the Graphical System as a background to display other
information.

Statistical and environmental data are used by external programs as an input for their calcu-
lations. The output of these programs itself are mainly environmental data, so that this point
has to be subdivided into

Monitoring data: Measurement data.

Modelling data: Output of the external programs.

Statistical data and monitoring data have to be updated. In the case of statistical data, this is
done only from time to time. Monitoring data are real-time data, which can be supplied to
the data base via an on-line connection by the measuring stations. The validation and pre-
processing of the incoming data are tasks, which have to be treated by the geographical
information system.

Due to the design of the distributed database in RODOS, the handling of on-line data and the
results of external programs is done by other databases. Thus, RoGIS will mainly cope with
statistical and geographical data.

4.2. Proposed Methods and Procedures

The term geographical information describes — as already mentioned - all information,
which is linked to a geographical entity. It is therefore necessary to give a definition of these
words, before the data structure can be described.
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The division of an object into its physical appearance and the information available about
this physical object is a normal way to describe an object. The information itself is divided
into attributes.

4.2.1. Geographical Entity:

Looking at a map, one can see a lot of geometric objects. They can be houses, cities, streets
or measurement points. Each of them is a geographical entity. Collections of such objects
can build larger geographical entities (e.g. houses, streets and other objects build a city).

Speaking of geographical entities, one must also think of more abstract objects, like borders
of countries or ethnic regions.

Definition: A geographical entity is an object which is used to describe the geographical
structure of a region. It can either be a physical object or an abstract object with a well
defined geometric dimension. Geographical entities build a hierarchical structure with vari-
ous owner-member relations.

4.2.2. Attributes and Values:

The information about an object can be seen as a list of pairs consisting of attributes and val-
ues. Each of these pairs gives us a piece of information about this object, which is not divis-
ible into smaller pieces.

Definition: Attribute characterizes a piece of information, which can be expressed by a sin-
gle value.

Definition: Value is the magnitude of an attribute. It can be a number, a description or a key
which is an abbreviation of a complex description or a link to another entry in the data base.

4.2.3. The Link between Attributes and Geographical Entities:

A piece of geographical information can be described by linking together the geographical
entity with a list of attribute-value pairs.

The hierarchical structure of the objects allows a sparse use of attribute-value pairs. By
defining the scope of the attributes - either local or global - the attribute is valid only for the
given object or all objects which follow the given object in the hierarchy. Global attributes of
objects preceding the given object in the hierarchy can be overwritten by defining a value for
this attribute which is linked to the given object.

4.2.4. Geometric Objects:

The definition of geographical entity states, that each entity must have a well defined geo-
metric dimension. This information is stored in geometric objects, which can be simple geo-
metric primitives (as points, lines or area) or more complex ones (as grids).

To allow more complex structures for geometric objects, we have the following definitions:

Definition: A primitive is the basic geometric part of a geographical entity. It can be one of
the following types:

Point: A geographical location, expressed by longitude and latitude.

Line: A set of points together with a relation between these points, which defines a sim-
ply connected graph.

Area: A closed path of lines.
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Grid: A grid is defined by a rectangular region and the number of grid cells in both direc-
tions.

Definition: A geometrical object is the collection of primitives, which form the geometric
information of an geographical entity.

4.2.5. The Hierarchical Organization of Geometric Objects:

Geographical entities are sometimes spread over a wide area. They also can be presented to
the user in different ways, depending on the resolution of the map. To optimise the storage of
this information, an hierarchical structure is introduced.

Definition: A facet is the collection of primitives, which belong to a well defined rectangu-
lar area.

Definition: A level is a collection of facets, containing the geometric information to be dis-
played at a given resolution.

Thus, we have on the top a collection of levels, collecting the geometric information for a
given resolution. This geometric information itself is stored in primitives, which are col-
lected in facets, each covering an area of the map.

4.2.6. The Link between Geometric Objects and Geographical Entities:

The link between a geographical entity and geometric object can be easily established by a
common key. It is also possible to link a geometric object to more than one geographical
entity (e.g. the border of a city can sometimes be also the border of a country).

4.3. The Informational Data Base InfDB:

All information, which is not geometrical will be stored in an informational database InfDB.
This database will contain all records for the classes, objects, attributes, values and diction-
aries.

4.4. The Geometrical Data Base GeoDB:

The geometrical database contains all information, needed to draw the objects in the infor-
mational database. It is structured in a hierarchical order to allow the storage of objects in
different resolutions.

4.5. The Contents of the Geographical Database RoGIS

The geographical information system RoGIS is designed to hold various sets of information.
Main feature of the record structure used in RoGIS is the ability to cope with different data
structures. RoGIS is an open data base system, which means, that new hierarchical class
structures to describe the information can be defined. Some of them are described here.

The Class Administrative Data and its subclasses hold statistical data for Administrative
Objects (e.g. countries, cities). Geometrical objects linked to these Administrative Objects
define the political and administrative border.

The Class Nuclear Installation and its subclasses are used to store information about differ-
ent types of nuclear installations. Until now there is only one defined subclass for Nuclear
Installation - Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). Geometrical object linked to these NPP objects are
points which define the geographical coordinates for the object.
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5. Remote Databases

The concept of distributed databases in the RODOS system allows the integration of remote
databases, situated at different places. These remote databases can be either stand-alone
databases (like ECURE at ISPRA) or the databases of another RODOS system. An on-line
connection to these databases is used to transfer the data.

As such remote databases can have different structures and contents, a tool has to be devel-
oped, which allows the easy exchange of data between the different database systems and
handles the communication via the on-line network. The design of these tools uses the Cli-
ent-Server approach to handle the data exchange and communication. The client part is
responsible for the sending of the request, the server part handles the data exchange with the
remote database. A well defined data format is used to send the requests and data via the on-
line network.

In particular, the Client has to perform the following tasks:

• provide a user and program interface for the data access,

• create the message for the request and send it to the server,

• receive the data from the Server,

• provide the data to the user or the program.

The Server has to

• process the incoming requests for data,

• get the requested data from the remote database,

• send the data back to the Client via the on-line network.

Figure 3 shows the mechanism of processing requests to a database of a remote RODOS
installation.
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Figure 3: The Connection to Remote Databases

The Connection to the Databases at SPA TYPHOON was established as a first example of
the remote database tools. This connection allows the exchange of weather forecasts (tem-
perature, precipitation, wind).

A user interface was developed, which allows the user to define the data request. It allows
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the interactive input of the region, grid, type and other parameters, for the requested data. A
second part of this user interface can display the requested data in form of fields on maps of
different scale.

A server for processing the requests and sending the data back to the client via E-mail was
developed. The data exchange is realised via the Internet data network. The request is sent
using a mechanism of program interaction via Unix-Sockets, permitting a rather sophisti-
cated interaction between the client and the server. E-mail was selected for the transfer of
results as the most reliable tool available to pass large amounts of information.

The conducted trials with this software have shown good time characteristics, in particular,
the request was sent from Karlsruhe (Germany) to Obninsk (Russia) in several seconds; the
request was processed within one minute and the result (up to 50KB) was returned in about
3-5 minutes.

6. Integration of External Programs

The modular structure of the RODOS system and the Client-Server principle allows the inte-
gration of new modules in the system. Because the program control, data management, user
input and graphical output is entirely handled by the Operating Subsystem OSY, the model
developer can concentrate on the contents of his model. A further advantage of the use of
RODOS to develop a new model is the possibility of testing it in connection with other -
already verified - modules of the model chain.

Adding new modules to the RODOS system is done in several steps:

• Define the services which are provided by the new module (e.g. calculation of organ
doses).

• Enter information needed for the program flow into the database (e.g. input data
needed by the module, data produced by the module). This will allow the System Con-
troller and the Supervising Subsystem to integrate the module into the program flow.

• Define the input and output data structures of the module.

• Enter the above definitions into the program database of RODOS. This is needed by
the Database Manager for the exchange of data.

• Code the module, using a template for the message interface.

Test the module in the RODOS system.

The integration of already existing stand-alone programs into the RODOS system is done in
a similar way. Normally, such a program defines a whole model chain. It is therefore split
into its modules, which are integrated into RODOS as described above. In particular, the fol-
lowing steps have to be done:

• Define the modules of the program and their interaction.

• For each module, perform the above steps for their integration.

• Enter the model chain into the database. This is done by defining the starting point and
each calculation step based on the data flow of the model chain (e.g. start with meteor-
ological data, calculate activity concentrations, calculate potential doses)
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